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Joan Gerard Youth Award  

The three winners from 2013 describe their feelings about the event and the award. 

Ellena Moskovsky  

I started playing bridge when I was fourteen.  My dad taught me at home, and the two of us played 
by each looking at two hands (and remaining completely impartial, of course). In fact, I had learnt 
the very basics of bridge when I was much younger; my sister, my dad, my grandma and I played a 
four player game that resembles a very simple form of bridge. The only thing I remember from it was 
some of our bidding - opening at the two level was weak, but opening at the three level was strong 
(like it was in the early 20th century, before people realised this was totally useless). Then we began 
frequenting the local bridge club. It was one of those clubs where my 50 year old dad could easily 
have been mistaken for a youth player, so I sort of stuck out and everyone quickly learnt my name as 
a result. I remember how my concerned my dad would get because, when I realised I wasn’t going to 
make my contract, I was so nervous my hands were actually shaking! I like to still play a session or 
two there with my dad when I go home for the holidays.  

My first international tournament was the Pacific Asia Bridge Championships in the Gold Coast in 
2008 (a congress year). You can imagine my delight when the youth co-ordinator told me that the 
ABF would pay for my flights and accommodation just for me to spend one week playing bridge in 
Australia’s sunshine coast.  

My favourite hand of the event was: you hold KQx QJTx xxxx AJx. You open 1} in first seat, LHO pre-
empts 3], your partner bids 4] and RHO doubles showing tolerance, back to you. Despite being a 
young beginner, I knew what a cue bid was: Michaels! I cheerfully bid 4[, only to hear my partner bid 
5{. Now, I wasn’t so sure what 5{ meant, but to go past game my partner must have a good hand. 
With KQx and xxxx in his suits, I decided 6[ was the right decision. My partner bid 7{. RHO led the ]A. 
My partner ruffed this, looked at me quizzically in regard to my 4[ and 6[ bids, and proceeded to 
draw trumps, play a spade to the K, and lead the ]Q for a ruffing finesse to pitch his losing clubs. 
Hmm, lucky RHO led the ace of hearts...  

It was also the event where I earned the nickname “Giggles” (it wasn’t being used ironically either, 
not like “Skinny” Pete), or alternatively, I got “Giggs” from the few who knew I was a Manchester 
United fan (after the iconic ManU player, Ryan Giggs). I had a raucously good time, met people who 
would be my friends for years and attended a great party. Oh, to be a teenager again… (said the 21 
year old). The week was certainly a memorable experience.  

Much to my surprise, the ABF continued to send me to various events, and my bank of priceless 
memories grew. My first World Youth Championships was in China 2012, where I met and 
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befriended players from all over the world. Everyone was incredibly social and gracious. Evenings 
after bridge (but only after our team had lost the quarterfinals) were full of shenanigans, 
camaraderie and fun.  

My bridge career finally led me to the 3rd World Youth Open Bridge Championships in Atlanta 2013. 
The event started off with the pairs, where my partner and I came a slightly disappointing fourth 
(after being in the top three for most of the final). However, the Swiss teams more than made up for 
it – we snuck into the quarterfinals after being placed 7th, and then managed to beat Turkey in the 
semifinals after trailing up until the very last board! Scoring this segment was intensely nerve-
wracking. We unashamedly lost to the strong USA team in the final, but we were far from 
disappointed. We had achieved better than any other Australian team in any world championship 
thus far. 

Easily, my favourite hand came from the BAM, where my partner and I defended 2{x. The Japanese 
declarer only slightly misplayed the hand to go 3 off for -500. At the other table our teammates also 
played in diamonds, but at the four level! However, the defence was less than stellar and they 
brought back -300!  

The evenings were spent with youth players from all around the world, drinking, listening to music 
and playing card games in the hotel’s communal area (we may have received a noise complaint or 
two and were regularly forced to relocate). We again befriended a great number of people, including 
the Turkish team who turned out to be a hilariously fun group. They taught me a glorious card game 
where you throw cards in peoples’ faces when you win points! We promised to all meet again the 
following year in Turkey.  

If my future in bridge is anything like my past has been, I can’t wait. 

From Li Qian      

It was a great honor to be recommended by Shanghai Shengxing Youth Bridge Culture Club to 
participate in the 3rd World Youth Bridge Open Championships which was held in the Atlanta, 
United States.  As a member of China Shanghai Youth Bridge Team, I was very lucky to win "Joan 
Gerard Youth Award" in the youngster category.  

I am deeply touched when I recall the competition.  In the training camp, club coach arranged a boy 
as my partner to attend the competition. He is not only younger than me but also a novice at bridge. 
When the training session started, I first helped him to modify our bridge bid card and then 
continuously improved our cooperation.  In a few days, we experienced totally strange to familiar, 
and then to perfect understanding. We became good friends, talking about everything. 

Thinking of the journey, it features travel tiredness, competition stress, as well as the innocent 
playing with companions, and most of all, the deep friendship established with one another.  
Although the contestants are of different nationalities, different languages and different beliefs, the 
bridge is a link which shortens the distance between us.  We are together striving for and 
contributing to this intellectual sport.  During the competition, an Italy sister and I become good 
friends.  We introduced ourselves and our countries to each other.  It is the bridge that gives me the 
confidence and precious friendship. 
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Remembering the third day of the team competition, I happened to be a bye and I could take a 
break to relieve the fatigue and discomfort caused by several days continuously competing.  
However, the teacher hurriedly told me that a player in Beijing team was not able to attend due to 
health reason.  He asked me to be a replacement. To save the game is to fight the fire.  Without the 
slightest hesitation, I immediately rushed to the venue and made bidding agreement with the 
partner at the fastest speed.  We completed the competition task, and made the whole game go on 
smoothly.  Afterwards, the teacher praised me. I felt happy because I practiced the bridge team 
work spirit and cooperation spirit. 

August 8th is a memorable day. I was much honored to be invited to a friendly match against four 
chairmen from World Bridge Federation and Europe Bridge Federation.  Although we lost the game 
by narrow score, we represented our country to demonstrate our quality and level. It will be my 
great pride and lifelong unforgettable memory. 

The competition has been closed for several days, but it is still unforgettable.  I remembered the 
moment that I held the "Joan Gerard Youth Award" in the youngster category trophy with a myriad 
of thoughts:  I'm not the best in the bridge team, but the committee gave me the honor.  I would like 
to thank the committee for their acknowledgement; thank all teachers and coaches of Shengxing 
club for their inculcation and guidance; thank my parents for their strong support. The trip to Atlanta 
will be in my memory forever.  It urges me to grow fast in the future bridge training, and dream to 
challenge the champion in the future international competitions! 

Adam Kaplan 

Atlanta was an amazing week for me:  

Of course, Atlanta was a lot of fun, but I also managed to win my first-ever gold medal, which means 
a tremendous amount to me. Beating Australia in the finals was a fantastic experience, and they 
were a pleasure to play against (and it makes me very happy to hear they won a gold medal in China 
a couple weeks later!).  

Spending each evening with an international collection of fellow junior bridge players, many of 
whom we had played against (or were going to play) was a blast as always, and having the 
opportunity to reconnect with and meet new participants was a pleasure. Having attended each 
World Junior tournament since 2009 (when I was 13), I have gotten to know many of the juniors, and 
even visited several of the juniors I met in the past while I was backpacking through Europe this 
summer before the Atlanta tournament.  

For me, each junior tournament is not just about the bridge -- Sure, the bridge is great, and since the 
tournament is vugraph-ed, it is a wonderful place to make a name for yourself as a talented player, 
but for me, the junior tournaments are equally about the social life outside of the playing area, and 
being able to build and maintain friendships with people all over the world.  

I know Joan put a tremendous amount of effort over the years into building and shaping the junior 
events, and I'm extremely thankful for her lifelong devotion to making bridge, and the junior events, 
what they are today. 

 


